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INFlflJI

YOU ...

To The Summer Session of 1956

di r:

ate:

o An Elementory School Teocher
o A Colle'le Graduate Who Wishes to Teach
o A Teacher of Physical Education
oA Teacher of Health Education
o A Teacher or Director of Recreation
o A School Principal or Suprvisor
We have a Special Master's De'lree Pr0'lram Desi'lned For You

o A Former Normal School Groduate
o A Dental HY'liene Teacher
o A Re'lular Student in a Teachers Colle'le
o A Teacher Needin'l Courses for Certification
o A Re'lular Student in Another Colle'le
o An Acceleratin'l Student in Elementary Education
We have mare than 100 Different Courses for Your
Consideration
Here at Cortland you will find a pleasant atmosphere, excellent
facilities, and an inspiring staff of teachers to help you spend an
enjoyable and profitable summer session. Come to Cortland for Study,
Fellowship, and Recreation.
Regular Summer Session July 2 - August 10

STATE UNIVERSITY TEACHERS COLLEGE, CORTLAND, N. Y.
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I. PAGE 20:

EDUCATION
TO 8 WKS.

?

INSERT COURSE - EDUC. 810.
EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATION
AND ADMINISTRATION,
( A
COURSE FOR ITTP TEACHERS

PAGE 24:
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102, CHANGE
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NEEDING

2

WKS.
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HRS. OF WORK
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HISTORY-PHILOSOPHY
AREA
FOR

CERTfFrcATloN.

2 SEM.HRs.

6 WKS.

9:00-9:50

), PAGE 24:

CHANGE EDUC. 805-AE TO NEW
TIME,
JULY 23 - AUG. 10
12:00-2:50
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PAGE 47:

CHANGE NUMBER
TO 806.

OF EDUC. 817

5.
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CHANGE NUMBER
TO 80lA

OF EDuc.810A
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52:
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TITLE

OF EDUC. 810

TO EDUCATIONAL
ORGANIZATION
AND AOM1NISTRATION.
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1956

SUMMER SESSION CALENDAR

THE

REGULAR

JULY 2
JULY 3
JULY 4
JULY 7
AUGUST 9-10
AUGUST 10
AUGUST23-24
AUGUST 24

THE

SESSION

Registration

Classes Begin
Holiday
Classes this Saturday
Examinations, 6-week session
Six-week session closes
Examinations, 8-week session
Eight-week session closes

SHORT

SESSION

JUNE 18-29
JULY 2-20

AND WORKSHOPS

Driver Education
Curriculum

Construction

in the

Elementary
JULY 2-20
JULY 2-AUG. 10
JULY 2-20
JULY 9-20
JULY 23-AUG. 10
JULY 23-AUG. 10
JULY 16-27
JULY 16-27
JULY 23-AUG. (3
JULY 30-AUG. 10
JULY 30-AuG. 10

Supervision

AUG. 13-24
'13-'24
AUG. 13-24
AUG.
13-29
AUG. 13-29

School

School

Directorship of Physical Education
and Related Areas
School Nursing
Body Mechanics Program in Schools
Adult Education
Elementary School Principalship
China Institute
Advanced

Activity

Program

Clinic

in Baseball
Seminar in Mental Health
Advanced Activity Program Clinic
in Football
Near East in Modern Times

THE
AUG.

in the Elementary

POST

SESSION

Audio-Visual Aids in Public Schools
Supervision of Student Teaching
Driver Education
Field Studies in Conservation
Issues in American History
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THE SUMMER SESSIONS
SIX WEEKS, JULY 2 TO AUGUST 10
Programs Leading to the Master's Degree
I.

For teachers in the areas of nursery
school and kindergarten. Courses and laboratory school experiences.
The underlying philosophy cou pled wi th methods.

2.

GENERAL ELEMENTARY EDUCATION. Courses and seminars in education, in materials and methods of subject fields such as reading
and arithmetic. Newer developments in the field. For teachers of
kindergarten through grade eight.

3.

ELEMENTARY

4.

EARLY CHILDHOOD

EDUCATION,

SCHOOL
SUPERVISION
AND
PRINCIPALSHIP.
For
teachers working for certification in these fields. Basic required
courses and experiences from able leaders.
INTENSIVE

TEACHERS

TRAINING

PROGRAM.

college graduates not previously trained
schools. Basic courses, observation and
Temporary license after one summer.

A special sequence for
to Leach in elementary
practice with children.

5.

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION.
Complete graduate program for teachers in
this special field. Some work required in related field of either
health education or recreation education.

6.

HEALTH
EDUCATION.
Graduate courses and seminars for teachers
already certified in health or physical education. Correlate study
in physical education or recreation.

7.

EDUCATION.
For teachers and recreation leaders of industry and public communities. Builds on previous training in
physical education) or health as well as upon recreation education.

8.

ADMINISTRATIVE

RECREATION

DIRECTORSHIP

IN HEALTH,

Special program
cation for directorship.
AND RECREATION.

Complete details of requirement
in the graduate section of this bulletin.
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PHYSICAL

EDUCATION,

leading to the new state certifi-

in

these programs

are found

Undergraduate

Programs

1. FOR FORMERNORr..'IALSCHOOL GRADUATES.Courses leading to the
bachelor's degree for graduates of 2-year and 3-year normal school
curricula.
2. FOR TEACHERS SEEKING CERTIFICATION.Various courses in elementary education and in special field of physical education for
meeting certification standards in several states.
3. FOR UNDERGRADUATES
GENERALLY.Many offerings in the liberal
arts, in crafts, in education and psychology for college students
seeking advancement of their status.

EIGHT WEEKS, JULY 2 TO AUGUST 24
Accelerate Program in Elementary Education
1. FOR CORTLANDACCELERATES.Special continuing

students to complete 4-year course in 3 calendar
beginning this summer.

program enabling
years. New group

2. FOR NON-LICENSED TEACHERS. Courses open to teachers serving
on temporary license and others seeking professional training on
undergraduate level.
Consult
bulletin.

the full description

of the accelerate

program

in this

A Varied Summer Program
The 1956 summer session offers more than a hundred courses for
the professional and cultural development of students and teachers.
In addition to this the college has scheduled fourteen special workshops,
institutes, and short sessions ranging from two to three weeks.
This enables a student a very wide range of choice. He may enroll for
one or more courses for six weeks and supplement this selection by
choosing one or more of the special shorter sessions. By selecting two
consecutive short sessions a student can arrange a full-time program
of units of intensive study.
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WORKSHOPS
AND SHORT
JUNE 18 TO AUGUST 29

SESSIONS

On the following pages will be found a complete listing of the
special short sessions offered in the summer of 1956. These range in
duration from two to three weeks. Several of them are planned in
three-week units so that combinations of two short sessions will make
a full six-week program. Others have hourly schedules that enable
students enrolled in the six-week graduate session to concentrate for a
shorter period and arrange a complete program of one or two six-week
courses and one or two short sessions.
Special leaflets describing the short sessions and workshops are
available from the Director of the Summer Session, State University
Teachers College, Cortland, New York.
To add greater flexibility to the program and to provide a number of intensive courses and workshops of less than six weeks duration,
the following special short sessions have been arranged.
Course descriptions are found in the corresponding areas of study
along with the complete listing of courses.
Elementary Education
1.

EDUCATION

717,

WORKSHOP

IN ADULT

EDUCATION

3 sem. Ins.

Miss Gilbert. July 23 to Aug. 10, 1'2: 00-2: 50
2.

EDUCATION
PUBLIC

718,

SCHOOL

AUDIO-VISUAL

AIDS

2 sem. hrs.

IN THE

PROGRAM

Mr. Coolidge. Aug. 13 to Aug. 24, full time
3.

EDUCATION

770,

SUPERVISION

OF STUDENT

TEACHING

2 scm. tirs.

Miss Alway. Aug. 13 to Aug. 24, 8: 00-2: 50
4.

EDUCATION

814,

AND PERSONNEL

SUPERVISION
OF THE

A,

3 sem, Ius.

ORGANIZATION

ELEMENTARY

SCHOOL

Dr. Abernethy. July 2to July 20, 9:00-11:50
5.

EDUCATION
SHIP

I,

816,

ELEMENTARY

ORGANIZATION

EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY

865,

CURRICULUM

SCHOOL

July 2 to July '20, 12:00-2:50
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PRINCIPAL-

3 sem. hrs.

AND PERSONNEL

July 23 to Aug. 10,9:00-11
6.

SCHOOL

:50
CONSTRUCTION

IN THE

3 sem. hrs,

Physical Education

and Related Areas

1. HP 517,

DRIVER
EDUCATION
2 sem, hrs.
Mr. Miller. June 18 to June 29, Aug. 1'3 to Aug. 24, full time

2. HE 706,

SEMINAR

IN MENTAL

2 sem. Ins.

HEALTH

Dr. Wexler. July 23 to Aug. 3, 11:00-11:50
3. PE 710,

BODY

MECHANICS

IN SCHOOLS

2 sem, hrs.

July 9 to July 20, 1: 00-3 :50

Dr. Howland.
4. HE 711,

PROGRAM

and 1:00-2:50

SCHOOL

I

NURSING

3 sem. hrs.

July 2 to July 20,8:00-10:50

5. PE 721,

ADVANCED

ACTIVITY

PROGRAM

CLINIC

2 scm, hrs.

PROGRAM

CLINIC

2 sem. hrs.

OF PHYSICAL

4 sem, hrs.

IN FOOTBALL

July 30 to Aug. 10,3:00-6:00

6. PE 724,

ADVANCED

ACTIVITY

IN BASEBALL

July 16 to July 27, 3:00-6:00
7. PE 8I1A,

SEMINAR

EDUCATION

IN DIRECTORSHIP

AND RELATED

AREAS

Dr. Weber. July 2 to July 20,9:00-10:50
8. PE 8t IE,

SEMINAR

IN DIRECTORSHIP

and 1:00-2:50

OF PHYSICAL

4 sem. hrs.

AND RELATED AREAS

EnUCATION

Dr. Weber. July23

to Aug. 10,9:00-10:50

and 1 :00-2:50

Academic Areas
1.

SCIENCE

713,

FIELD

STUDIES

3 sem, hrs.

IN CONSERVATION

Mr. Clemens. Aug. 13 to Aug. 29, including Saturdays,
2.

SOCIAL STUDIES

702,

ISSUES

IN AMERICAN

HISTORY

Dr. McCoy. Aug. 13 to Aug. 29, including
3.

SOCIAL
MODERN

STUDIES

738,

THE

NEAR

EAST

full time
3 sem. hrs.

Saturdays,

IN

full time
2 sem. Ins.

TIMES

Miss Halligan and staff. July 30 to Aug. 10, II:00-2:50
4.

SOCIAL

STUDIES

752,

INTRODUCTION

TO CHINESE

2 sem. hrs.

CIVILIZATION

China Institute

Staff. July 16 to July 27, 11 :00-2 50
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FACILITIES OF THE COLLEGE
All of the regular college facilities are available for use during
the sununer. This includes the main classroom building, the new building for health, physical education, and recreation, and the social
and living facilities of Brockway Student Union with its adjoining
residence units. Perhaps more important than buildings and classrooms
is the instructional service which is carefully chosen from the resident
staff and from other colleges so that a genuinely functional program
of high caliber is offered. At Cortland it is understood that staff members are available for discussion and consultation on the many problems that confront a teacher.
Each summer the college operates classes in the elementary
school so that newer methods and procedures may be observed and
tested. This is particularly valuable for students in the Intensive
Teacher Training Program and for the undergraduates who are
accelerating in their curriculum. A limited number of pupils who are
the children of summer students may be admitted to the college elementary school if application is made in writing before June first.
The location of Cortland in the central section of New York
State and its altitude of more than twelve hundred feet make this a
delightful spot for summer study.
Recreation and Special Events
Many recreational facilities are available in the college and in
the community of Cortland. These range from sports such as swimming and golf to cultural activities such as music and drama. The
college, through a committee of students and faculty members, plans
a program of picnics, luncheons] discussions, and lectures.
Several summer theatres including the Lyric Circus at Skaneateles are within easy driving distance. This summer, as in past
summers] groups of students with a common interest may organize
special theatre groups.
Special workshops and seminars bring to the campus outstanding
speakers in their special fields. Many of these lectures are open to
all college students. This summer the special workshops will include
The Near East in Modern Times, The China Institute, Workshop in
Adult Education; and Seminar in Mental Health. Because the summer
session is short, outside entertainment is usually not brought in.
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ADMISSION TO SUMMER STUDY
Undergraduate Students
The Dean of the College will approve admission and programs
for undergraduate students. This includes regular candidates for the
bachelor's degree at Cortland, special students who wish to take
certain courses to apply on the degree at some other college, students
who are interested in professional and technical work for certification to teach, and all other students who have not yet earned their
bachelor's degree.
Students who are classified as "accelerates" in the curriculum
of elementary education have been previously admitted to the college
by the Director of Admissions. Their names must be on the file of
approved accelerating students in the Dean's Office.
It is important that admission and advisement concerning courses
be arranged well in advance of the opening of the session. This may
be done personally or by correspondence. Particularly, former normal
school graduates who are working toward their bachelor's degrees
should have their previous work evaluated and their plans for cornpletion through summer study and by extension approved in advance
because certain state regulations must be met.

Graduate Students
Regular graduate students who are entering this college for
their first summer of graduate study are admitted infonnally and
advised concerning their programs by either the Director of Health,
Recreation, and Physical Education or the Director of Elementary
Education in whichever field they plan to study. Matriculation and
candidacy for the master's degree is arranged after the student has
completed six semester hours of graduate study on the campus.
Matriculated students have assigned advisers with whom they must
consult in arranging programs.
College graduates who plan to enter the Intensive Teacher
Training Program must be adrni tted to this program by the Dean
of the College prior to the opening date of the summer session. This
Intensive Teacher Training Program assumes prior graduation from
a recognized college, no previous preparation to teach in the elementary schools, and the intent to serve as elementary school
teachers. An official transcript of the undergraduate record should
accompany the request for admission. Official admission forms may be
obtained from the Dean's Office.
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Registration
Registration for the six-week and the eight-week sessions should
be completed on Monday, July second. Procedures for registration
will be found in the corridor of the main college building. The final
date for registration with full credit is Monday, July ninth. All registrations after July second must be approved by the Dean of the
College. A fee of five dollars will be charged for each approved late
registration. Classes begin Tuesday, July third.
No changes in selection of courses will be approved after Monday,
July ninth. Any changes sought by a student must be discussed
with his adviser and approved by the Dean of the College.
Student Health Service
The primary purpose of the Health Service is to provide proper
care in first-aid and the treatment of patients with minor illnesses
not requiring hospitalization. The student does not receive total
health coverage while in attendance at college as infirmary facilities
are lacking; however, every effort is made to meet the needs of the
students through cooperation with local physicians in Cortland when
more intensive and prolonged care is necessary. In cases of severe
injury or acute illness the students are hospitalized in the Cortland
County Hospital under the supervision of any local physician of the
patient's choice. These physicians work in close cooperation with the
college physician and the College Health Service.
In addition to the treatment of injuries and illnesses, the Health
Service performs periodic physical checkups, special examinations
when necessary, and physiotherapy.
During summer school the Health Service is maintained by a
physician and a nurse. No health fee is charged for the work per~
formed by the College Health Service; however, all expenses incurred
with local physicians and hospitals must be borne by the student.
College students enrolled at Cortland during the previous academic
year are automatically covered by their college insurance which extends from September 1, ]955, to September 1, 1956.
The College Bookstore
The College Bookstore, located on the lower floor of the left wing
of the main building, sells textbooks) miscellaneous college supplies,
and light lunches.
.
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Teacher Placement Service
The services of the Placement Office are available, without cost,
to members of senior classes, former graduates, and to graduate
students including those enrolled in the Intensive Teacher Training
Program. The Placement Office compiles creden tials and assists
candidates for professional positions in making contacts with school
officials.

VETERANS BENEFITS
Enrollees under Public Law 346
Veterans who were in attendance at Cortland IS summer session
of 1955 may continue study in the summer of 1956 provided they
served as full-time teachers during the past academic year. A statement from a school official attesting such employment should be
brought to the college veterans' office on the date of enrollment.
Other veterans who are transferring to the college for special work
for the summer should have in their possession when they enroll the
proper Supplemental Certificate of Eligibility. This should be requested from the V A well in advance. In general, all benefits under
Public Law 3+6 terminate July 25, 1956.
Enrollees under Public Law 550
Veterans who are planning to study at Cortland under Public
Law 550, the "Korean Veteran's Bill," should: (a) file VA Form
7-1990 "Application for Program of Education and Training" either
directly with the Veterans Administration
or with the College
Veterans' Office. This should be done in advance of the opening of
the summer session. (b) report to the College Veterans' Office during
the registration period with "Certificate for Education and Training"
VA Form 7-1993. Each veteran must also report to the office at the
end of each month and sign the certificate of attendance. '
The Veterans Administration determines all policies governing
the administration of the law. Technical questions should be referred
to the nearest Regional Office of the Veterans Administration.
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FEES AND EXPENSES
Six-Week Summer Sessions
Instructional

Service (tuition)

a. Undergraduate
b. Graduate

resident students

resident students

. $10.00 per cr. hr.
. 12.50 per cr. hr.
.

12.50 per cr. hr.

.

6.00 per session

.

1.00 per cr. hr.

College Activity Assessment. . . . . . . . . . • . . .

4.00 per session

c. Non-resident

students

Student Union Assessment
a. For 6 or more credit hours
b. For less than 6 credit hours

Refunds on Above Charges
a. Withdrawals
istration"

during

b. Withdrawals
tration"

after

"week of regfull refund
"week of regisno refund

c. Withdrawals to enter military service
.75 per week
(applies to Student U man Assessment only)
Eight-week Accelerate Session
(For approved undergraduates

In

Elementary

Instructional Service (tuition)......
Student Union Assessment
a. For 6 or more credit hours. . . . . . . . .

Education

only)

none
6.00 per session

b. For less than 6 credit hours. . . . . . . .

1.00 per cr. hr.

College Activity Assessment. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4.00 per session

Refunds

on Above Charges ... _..

. .Same as for 6-wk. session

Special Students in Six-week and Eight-week Sessions
(Those carrying less than six semester hours)
Fees and Charges

Same as regular students

Refunds

None after classes begin

Military Refund (Student Union Assessment
only)
0.120> per cr. hr. per
week
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Special Institutes and Workshops Granting Credit
Instructional Service {tuition)

At same rates as the 6week sessions
$ 1.00 per cr. hr.

Student Union Assessment. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Refunds .......................•.......

None

after

work

begins

Auditing Fee
a. If enrolled in other courses for credit
b. If auditing courses only

.

5.00 per course
10.00 per course

Graduation Charges
Students who are in their final term of work toward a degree
must pay the graduation charges. These include costs of diplomas,
certificates, and academic regalia used at the college commencement.
The charge for bachelor's degree candidates is ten dollars and for
master's degree candidates is twelve dollars.
Free Instructional

Service for Supervisors

In-service teachers who have supervised student-cadet teachers
during the previous two school years are granted tuition-free study on
either the graduate or undergraduate level at the rate of eight semester
hours for having had one or more cadet teachers for a full year.
Thus, if such service was given for one-half a semester, free tuition
would be granted for two semester hours of study. Requests for this
tuition free study should be made prior to enrollment on forms provided by the Director of the Summer Session and must be approved
by him.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS
Undergraduate

Division

1. Teachers who are working to complete their fourth year for
the bachelor's degree should consult specifically with the Dean
of the College before registration.
2. All summer registrations should be completed on July 2. Late
registrants must be specially accepted by the Dean. No registrations for full credit will be accepted after Monday, July 9.
A fee of $5.00 will be charged for approved late registration.
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3. Courses which are being taken specifically to meet certification standards in New York State should be approved for that
purpose by the Office of Teacher Certification, State Education Department, Albany, N. Y.
4. Opportunity for recreational and social activities are provided.
Students are encouraged to participate in these activities
unless they interfere with satisfactory progress in regular college work.
5. Any course having fewer than eight enrollees may be withdrawn.

6. No undergraduate student may carry more than eight semester
hours of academic work for credit in the six-week session or
ten hours in the eight-week session, exclusive of activities.
Graduate Division
1. Regular graduate students who have been matriculated for
the master's degree should have consulted with their advisers,
either in person or by mail, before the opening of the summer
session. If such contact cannot be made, then the chairman of
the division should be consulted.
2. All registrations should be completed on July 2. Late registration must be approved by the Dean of the College and no
registration for full credit will be accepted after Monday, July
9, 1956. A fee of $5.00 will be charged for approved late
registration after July '2.
3. College graduates who did not prepare to teach in the elementary schools as undergraduates and who wish to enter the
Intensive Teacher Training Program must apply for and be
accepted by the Dean of the College prior to the opening of
the summer session.
4. The normal load for graduate students is six semester hours
for the six-week session. In cases where a suitable combination
of courses totals seven hours, approval will be granted to students having above average records in previous work. A
maximum load of eight semester hours will be granted only to
students of superior ability and upon petition to the Graduate
Council. Such petition must be filed on a form provided by
the council before noon, July 2, 1956.
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UNDERGRADUATE

PROGRAMS
SUMMER

OFFERED IN

General Elementary Education
During the summer session courses are provided for the following groups of students: (a) accelerate students who enroll in the
eight-week session, (b) regular students who enroll in the six-week
session in order to advance their regular program, (c) graduates of
the former two and three-year normal school courses who are working to complete the requirements for the bachelor's degree. Both
professional and liberal-cultural courses are available. Consultation
should be arranged with the Dean of the College.
Physical Education
A limited number of courses and acuvmes are offered in this
special field. These are given primarily for students who wish to
advance their program and for others who are working toward meeting state certification. Technical questions should be directed to the
Director of Physical Education, Health, and Recreation.
School Dental Hygiene Teacher Certification
The Certification Division of the State Education Department
has approved the courses offered by this college for both the provisional and the permanent certificates. The following courses are
required for certification, and are given this summer.
FOR THE PROVISIONAL

CERTIFICATE:

Subject
Cr. Hrs.
Time
Ed. HP 30B-Organ.
& Admin. of Public
School Education..
2
1 :00- 1:50
HP 20l-Health
Services in Public Schools. 2
11 :00-11: 50
HE 609-Health
Ed. Methods for School
Dental Hygiene Teachers.
2
9:00- 9:50
FOR THE PERMANENT

CERTIFICATE:

HE 203-Nutrition
I.....
......
HP 407-Mental
and Emotional Health.

2
2

Ed. HP 303-Hist. and Prin. of Ed
HE 409-Health
Ed. Organ. & Admin.
Seminar
HE 61O-0rgan.
and Admin. Case Studies.
Ed. RE l03-Educational
Psychology.

2

10:00-10:50
8:00- 8:50
and
10:00-10:50
2:00- 2:50

2
2
3

1:00- 1 :50
8:00- 8:50
10:00-11:15
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Acceleration in Elementary Education
Thes~\ summer programs are offered for both beginning students
and cant' uing students who elect to complete their regular fouryear cour e in three calendar years by attendance for three regular
academic
ears and three summers of eight weeks each. Admission
to this ac elerated program is open only in the field of elementary
education. The following schedules have been arranged for freshman
and sophomore accelerates in the summer of 1956. Juniors and seniors
will be advised which courses in the general college offering best
serve their needs for acceleration.

f

FORTHOSE ENTERINGJULY 2, 1956:
Time
Subject
Cr. Hrs.
8:00- 9:30
Sci. I03-Biology. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
10:00-10:50
Ed. 101-Child Development. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
3
11 :00-11 :50
Art IOI-Art Essentials.......
2
12 :'35- I: 50
Music 201-Backgrounds
in Music Lit..
2
FORTHOSE WHO ENTEREDIN JANUARY,1956:
3
3
2·
2
1

8:00- 8:50
9:00- 9:50
10:00-11:151'2:'30- 1: 50
2:00- 2:50
or
3:00- '3:50

Section A
Art 20 I-Crafts.
SS. 20 I-American
History 1. . . . . . . . . . . .
Eng. 221-American Lit. & Compo . . . . .
PE 303-P. E. for Teachers.
. . . . . . . . . ..
P. E. Activities. . .

2
3
3
2
1

8:00- 9:50
10:00-10:50
11 .oo.u :50
1 :00- 1 :50
2:00- 2:50
or
3:00- 3:50

Section B
PE 303-P. E. for Teachers. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Ed. 303-Child & Curriculum III. . . . . . . . ..
Art 201-Crafts.
..................
Eng. 221-American
Lit. & Comp.. . . . . . . ..
P. E. Activities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

2
3
2
'3
-1

8:00- 8:50
9:00- 9:50
10:00-1'1 :50
1:00- 1:50
2:00- 2:50
or
3:00- 3:50

Ed. 102-Child
Development. . . . . . . . . . . ..
SS. 52 I-Introduction
to Sociology........
Music 201-Backgrounds
in Music Lit......
Art 201-Crafts.
..........
......... .
P. E. Activities.
.
,

FORSOPHOMORE
ACCELERATES:
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Requirements for Former Normal School Graduates
Graduates of the three-year course which was formerly given in
the State Normal Schools must meet the following state regulations
in qualifying for the bachelor's degree.
1. Course Requirements:
In
In
In
In

a specialization*
15
English. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6
Education
3-6
Electives
5-8

semester
semester
semester
semester

hours
hours
hours
hours

2. Residence Requirements:
The completion of a minimum of one year (32 semester
hours) of resident study is required for the granting of a
degree. Thus, a person who has taken three years at another
college including units of the State University of New York
must meet the one-year residence requirement by completing
the fourth year at Cortland.
However, people who completed a two-year or a threeyear course at Cortland and thus have already spent more
than one year in residence are required to spend the last 16
semester hours or two summer sessions totaling at least 12
semester hours in resident study at Cortland.
Correspondence concerning the completion of the fourth
year for the bachelor's degree should be addressed to the
Dean of the College at Cortland.
Requirements for the Bachelor's Degree
For a complete statement of the requirements for the bachelor's
degree in the several different curricula offered by the college the
student is referred to the general college catalog. These requirements
apply to regular undergraduate students .
.. The specialization may be in one of the following fields: art, English.
foreign language, geography, mathematics, music, biological science, physical
science, social studies, or speech. If English is selected as a specialization, then
six semester hours must be taken in social studies.
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SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE 1956 SESSIONS
Of Interest to Graduate Students:
1. Intensive Teacher Training Program. In elementary education, for general college graduates planning to teach in
elementary schools in September, 1956. An integrated functional program, experienced competent instruction, campus
school participation. Request special application blank.
2. Administrative
Directorship .in Physical Education and
Health. Prepares for new director's certificate and master's
degree. Leaders in field present important phases of the
program. Request special announcement.
3. Master's Degree Programs in Elementary Education. In general elementary school teaching, in early childhood teaching,
in elementary school supervision and principalship.
See
details in other sections of the bulletin.
4. Master's Degree Programs in Special Areas. In physical education, in health education, and in recreation education. See
details in this bulletin.
5. Workshops and Institutes. Short intensive sessions of two and
three weeks each. Six short sessions in areas of elementary
education, seven similar sessions in physical education and
related areas, and four short sessions in academic areas. Five
short courses offered in a post session following the regular
six-week session. See page 4 for complete listing.
6. Academic Courses. Many offerings in art, English, social
studies, music, and science.
7. Professional Courses. Liberal offering in all major curricula
by resident staff augmented with specialists in the field.
8. Lower-Secondary School Certification. Graduates in elementary education extend their state certification to include an
academic area of the junior high school grades 7-9. Program
to be arranged with an adviser. See page 47.
9. Fellowship and Recreation. Planned program of luncheons,
picnics, sports, lectures, chorus, summer theatres.
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Of Interest to Undergraduate

Students:

1. School Dental Hygiene Teacher Certification. Courses to meet
both provisional and permanent certification. See special
section of the bulletin.
2. Accelerate Program in Elementary Education, Complete full
four-year undergraduate
course in three calendar years.
Group starts this summer. Consult Director of Admissions.
3. Make-up and Speed-up Work. Many courses available for
students who need and want to advance their college status.
Consult tbe Dean of the College.
4. Recreation.

Group activities, dances, sports, picnics, chorus.

5. School Nurse Teacher. Special three-week unit of study toward
certification, see course HE 711.
Choosing a Summer Program
Summer students should consult with their appropriate advisers
in selecting appropriate courses or workshops for their particular
needs. After having studied the list of courses and course descriptions a tentative schedule should be prepared. This schedule can then
be discussed in person or through correspondence with the adviser.
Anyone who is in doubt as to the proper official to consult may write
to the director of the summer session.
Coordinating

With Extension Program

Since many of the summer students at Cortland take extension
courses offered by the college during the year it is wise to select
summer courses that are usually not available in extension if those
are needed to complete the requirements for a degree. The extension
schedule usually contains many courses in the fields of education,
English, and social studies. Laboratory courses in science are not
offered In extension. The extension schedule for 1956-1957 will be
available early in August) before the close of the summer session.
Automobiles on Campus
The college provides a large parking lot for the use of students
who commute or bring their cars for the summer session. This lot is
located on Prospect Terrace. The parking spaces adjacent to the college buildings are reserved for and assigned to college staff members.
Summer students will please observe all parking regulations.
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YOUR SUMMER INVESTMENT
Your expenditures in money for a summer at Cortland will range
from $170 to $265 depending upon the number of credit hours of
graduate or undergraduate credit for which you enroll, the costs of
books and supplies, the needs for food and lodging, etc. In addition
to money costs, each student will expend considerable time and energy
in study, fellowship, recreation, and travel. The very low tuition rates
at Cortland make it possible to carry a full load of graduate work at
less total cost than the charge for tuition alone at many other colleges.
Your dividends in money are very real. When teachers obtain a
salary increase of $200 per year upon the completion of the master's
degree for which the total costs do not exceed $'1000, the return on
the money investment is 20 per cent per annum. And this return can
be collected year after year. It is a truly remarkable investment of
money. But the dividends also include such personal satisfactions as
increased knowledge, better service to the children of the state, new
friendships, and the feeling of pride and prestige that accompany
advanced study.
The Cortland program for the summer of 1956 was planned in
terms of an opinionnaire survey made at the close of the 1955 session.
You will note an increased offering of special workshops in a wide
range of topics, a generous sprinkling of distinguished visiting staff
members, a program schedule that gives a wide choice of courses, and
a post session of five offerings.

CANCELLATION OF CLASSES
The college expects to offer all regular classes scheduled. However, if enrollments in some classes .in the six-week and the eight-week
sessions are as low as eight students, the college reserves the right to
cancel such classes and adjust the programs of students affected. Certain short session work such as courses listed in the pre-session and the
post session require minimum enrollments as printed in the announcements of these courses.

COLLEGE REGULATIONS
During the summer sessions the principles and regulations governing course work and credit which are printed in the regular college
catalog remain in force. The college expects those who are admitted
to carry their responsibilities as students so that their work is a credit
to themselves and to the college. Hence, the college reserves the right
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to terminate the enrollment of any student whose conduct, class attendance, or academic record is unsatisfactory to the college officials.

RESIDENCE FOR STUDENTS
During the summer the College Residence Halls are open to both
graduate and undergraduate women students.
A limited number of apartments and some rooms in private homes
are listed in the Personnel Office.
Both men and women make their summer housing arrangements
by writing directly to the Associate Dean of Students.
Meals are available in the college cafeteria.

DESCRIPTION OF COURSES
The following courses are offered during the summer session.
For a summary showing the credit hours, the duration in weeks, the
instructor, and the time scheduled, see page 51. The offering is
grouped by departments with lower level courses listed first.
Key to the Numbering System
Courses numbered from 100 to 599 are open to undergraduate students.
Those numbered 600 to 699 are open to undergraduates other than freshmen.
Courses numbered 700 to 799 are open to graduate students and seniors who
have permission of the departmental chairman. Courses numbered above 799
are open to graduate students only.
ART
Art 101:

Art Essentials

Elements, organization, and media of art. Emphasis placed on helping the
student discover and develop the ability to express himself creatively through
the use of various art media. An integration of art with daily living, appreciation of the fine arts, and their relation to the teaching of art in the schools.
(Modified for Recreation Majors: 3 semester hours.)
2 Semester Hours
8 Weeks
II :00-11 :50
Art 201:

Arts and Crafts

Creation of design for some of the craft materials and the hand processes
involved in their use. Practice in pottery making, weaving, woodworking,
leather tooling, metal working, block-printing, or bookbinding with special
attention to the use of such techniques and materials in the teaching of children
or adults.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
8,00- 9,50
8 Weeks

10,00-1 UO
12,30- 1,50
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Art 700: Advanced Graphic Arts
Fundamental design principles essential to printing processes for reproduction, together with historical information of some of the graphic processes.
Experimentation in at least one of the graphic areas such as etching, wood
block techniques, lithographic drawing, or silk screen printing.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
10:00-10:50
Art 704: Contemporary Art
A study of the masterpieces which reflect current thinking and practices in
the fields of art. Special emphasis given to the works of American and European artists.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
8:00~8:50
Education 720: Seminar in Art in Elementary School
Deals with art materials, and plans development and use of art projects.
Attention given to new art media, requisition, handling, distribution, and display of art materials and children's art productions. Research in art and
teaching problems encouraged as means of stimulating creative expression in
children. For ITTP and other teachers.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
9:00-9:50
FA 701: The Arts and Leisure
Utilization of the arts in leisure. Creative expression through various media
and art forms. Lecture, discussion, and laboratory experiences.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
9:00-9:50

EDUCATION
Education 101: Child Development
Study of the child as the center of teacher understanding and concern in
the elementary school. Emphasis upon an appreciation of the child's physical,
mental, social and emotional growth and the attendant problems of child
concern. Educational and sociological implication of child understanding in
relation to desirable curriculum materials and methods and techniques of
guiding children. For beginning Elementary Education and Early Childhood
majors.
3 Semester Hours
8 Weeks
10:00~1O:50
Education 102: Child Development
This second half of the freshman course is devoted to studies of child
behavior, child learning, and the various means of appraising and guiding the
child in his educational program and personality development.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
8:0Q..---...8:50
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Education RE 103:

Educational Psychology

Basic course dealing with physical, mental, social and emotional growth of
children: nature of learning, and its related problems of motivation, organization and control; nature and causes of individual differences; understanding
and guidance of the child educationally and socially. For Health, and Recreation majors.
3 Semester Hours
Education 303:

6 Weeks

10:00-11: 15

Child and Curriculum

Third part of regular course in Child and Curriculum, dealing with
creative learning, evaluation, reporting pupil growth, community relations,
music, and art. For junior accelerate students in Elementary Education.
3 Semester Hours
8 Weeks
9:00-9:50
Education HP 303:

History and Principles of Education

A study of the major educational concepts from primitive times to the
present, emphasizing the contributions of each period. Discussion of the principles of education congruent with the aims of education in our modern
society. Special application to the areas of health education.
2 Semester Hours
Education HP 308:

6 Weeks
Education Organization

2:00~2:50

and Administration for Teachers

Includes out-of-classroom work of teachers such as school organization and
administration related to teachers, work of teacher organizations, school law
and regulations, school and community relationships, professional preparation
and growth of teachers. For Health Education majors.
2 Semester Hours

6 Weeks

LOO-1:50

Education 401: Individual Problems in Education
Program is for accelerated Elementary and Early Childhood majors who
have finished their student teaching. Designed to provide an evaluation of the
student teaching experience. The student works on an individual basis with
his instructor, utilizing the total staff resources of the college to eliminate
weaknesses discovered in student teaching.
3 Semester Hours
Education 402:

8 Weeks

To be arranged

Foundations and Organization of Modern Education

For accelerated Elementary and Early Childhood Education majors in
their junior or senior year. Includes integrated units in History and Philosophies of Education, rights and responsibilities of teachers as professional people,
community relations, professional organizations, professional ethics, organization and administration of federal, state, and local education.
3 Semester Hours

8 Weeks

11:00-11 :50
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Education ITTP: Integrated Professional Study
Integrated professional program for first summer students in the Intensive
Teacher Training Program. Involves observing and working with children
under the supervision of an experienced teacher. Students working with children
confer with each other and the supervisor in evaluating their experiences with
children, and in planning their teaching programs for the following school
year. Daily schedule includes: (a) Child Study (Integrated) 7:30-8:50;*
(b) Observation, participation and teaching, 9:00-11:50, and evaluation and
planning of teaching, 1:00-1:50j (c) School Organization and Administration of Teaching, 2:00-2:50,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday. Program
varies with individual student background and need. All work, focused upon
practical first-year teaching problems. Student works with the age-level child
he expects to teach the following year. (The integrated program is equivalent
to 3 semester hours of Child Study; 4 semester hours of Curriculum Methods
and Materials; 1 semester hour of School Organization, Administration, and
Community Relations).
* In 1956 this program will be in two sections: (I) for I.T.T.P. students
with little or no Child Study in their undergraduate program. (II) for I.T.T.P.
students who have had one or more courses in Child Study.
8 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
7:30- 8:00 Child Study
9:00-11:50
Observation and Participation in College Elementary
School
1,00- L50 Individual Problems Seminar
2,00~ 2,50 Organization and Administration
Education 700-1: Child Study
A second course which deals with principles of child learning, behavior,
and techniques of evaluation. Designed for second summer ITTP students who
have had less than six semester hours of Child Study or Educational Psychology
for permanent certification. Graduates with 6 or more semester hours of Child
Study should take Ed. BOO. One section accommodates both Elementary Education and Early Childhood Education students.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
1: 00-2: IS
Education 717: Workshop in Adult Education
A course designed to prepare teachers and leaders of adult education
programs. Treats subjects such as parent education, citizenship responsibilities,
and topics common in adult programs. Covers administration, supervision, and
methods and materials suitable for adult learning. Open to directors, teachers,
and lay people interested in various phases of adult education. Approved by
State Education Department for credit toward qualifying for Director of
Adult Education.
3 Semester Hours
July 23-Aug. 10
12:00-2:50
Education 718: Audio-Visual Aids
Acquaintance with nature and values of audio and visual aids in cduca-
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tion, and techniques of using them, For teachers, supervisors and principals in
the field of elementary education. Three hours of laboratory required weekly
by arrangement.
2 Semester Hours
Education 720:

Aug. 13-Aug.
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full time

Seminar in Art in Elementary School

Deals with art materials, and plans development and use of art projects,
Attention given to new art media, requisition, handling, distribution, and display of art materials and children's art productions. Research in art and teaching problems encouraged as means of stimulating creative expression in
children. For ITTP and other teachers.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
9:00--9:50
~ucation

721:

Seminar in Music in Elementary School

Develops teacher's understanding of role of music in elementary school,
and how children can be effectively guided in developing musical experiences.
Emphasis placed upon reading-songs. For ITTP and other teachers.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
10:00-10:50
Education 722:

Seminar in Mathematics in Elementary School

Consideration given to functions of arithmetic, curriculum trends, modes
of learning and evaluation of child learning. Experimental work encouraged
and counseled. For ITTP and experienced teachers and supervisors of mathematics in the elementary school.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
11:00-12:15
Education 723:

Seminar in Reading in Elementary School

Developmental concepts of reading are emphasized. Designed for in.
service undergraduates and graduates, including ITTP students, and supervisors.
3 Semester Hours
Education 725:

6 Weeks

7:30-8:50

Seminar in Social Studies in Elementary School

Emphasis given to objectives, methods and materials, correlation of social
studies with other curriculum areas, evaluation of social-studies experiences
and various problems of student need. For inservice teachers including
beginning ITTP teachers, graduates and supervisors.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
12:00-12:50
Education 726:

Seminar in Science in Elementary School

Work includes development of teaching projects for children, and locating
various sources of teaching aids. Emphasis given to organizing pupil activities
for effective units of science program in elementary school. For teachers and
supervisorsof elementary school, including ITTP teachers.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
1:00-2:50
Lab., 3 days per week
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Education 770: Supervision of Student Teaching
For public school teachers who sponsor college student teachers, and
teachers who wish to become supervisors in the school of practice of a teachers
college. Units of work include functions of student teaching; teaching competencies; evaluation of teacher and pupil growth; school records and reports;
basic elementary school methods and materials; and school-community relations.
Open to any senior or graduate with teaching experience.
2 Semester Hours
Aug. 13-Aug. 24
full time
Education 800: Seminar in Advanced Child Study
Better current literature and experimentation in the field of child study;
work related to child development as it concerns all guided activities of childne.
in modern elementary school program. Organized on a lccture-seminar-workshop
basis, and adapted to individual members of group.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
11:00-11:
Education BOl-A:· Workshop in Elementary Educ~tion
Deals with those phases of elementary education of which members of
the group have need. Each teacher works in a small group or on an individual
project in addition to participating in large group activities of common concern. For experienced teachers, supervisors, principals, and ITTP teachers
who are self-reliant in individual and group work. For elementary education
majors. Admission by advisement (ECE majors take Ed. 801-AE).
4 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
9:00-10:50
Education 803: Evaluation and Guidance in the Elementary School
Portrays and evaluates effective means of guiding child development
throughout elementary school. Work designed for teachers, supervisors, and
principals.
3 Semester Haurs

6 Weeks

10:00-11 :15

Education 805-AE: Seminar in Early Childhood Education
Deals with fundamentals, trends, and individual problems in areas of
E.C.E., including curriculum, child development, home-school-community relations, organization and administration of schools and profession. Required of
E.C.E. majors. Admission by advisement.
3 Semester Hours '
6 Weeks
7:30-8:50
Edu~ati~n "806: Adolescent Behavior
Characteristic variations in adolescence, and principles fundamental to
guiding adolescent behavior.
3 Semester Hours

6 Weeks

Education 812: Educational Research
Beginning course designed to develop nature and appreciation of types and
techniques of research and their contribution to education and teaching. Stu-
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dents encouraged to do in-service research. For teachers, supervisors, and
principals in various fields of elementary education, physical education, and
related areas. For consumers and producers of research.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
1:00-2:15
Education 814: Supervision A: Organization and Personnel of the Elementary
School
Organization and personnel aspects of the elementary school, including:
functions, duties, and qualifications of supervisors; principles of public school
organization; school and classroom organization and management; schoolpersonnel relationships; school and community relationships; duties and qualifications of school staff; in-service growth of teachers; policies and techniques
of instructional evaluation and teacher promotion; pupil personnel work; and
instructional aspects of supervision in the elementary school.
Designed to meet one-half of the special certification requirements for
teachers preparing to be supervisors in the elementary schools of New York
State. Course may precede or follow Education 815. Prerequisite: Three years
of teaching.
3 Semester Hours
July 2-July 20
9:00-11:50
Education 816:
sonnel

Elementary School Principalship I: Organization and Per-

Organization of school and school system; pupil accounting; school per-,
sonnel; professional organizations; organization of curriculum; promotion
policies; equipment and supplies; buildings and graun,ds; work and qualifications of principal; evaluation of various aspects of school program; experimentation and research in elementary school administration.
Companion course with Education 817 for those seeking State certification
as principal. May follow or precede Education 817. Course may be substituted
for Education 814 with approval of State Education Department. Prerequisite:
Three years of teaching.
3 Semester Hours
July 23-Aug. 10
9:00-11:50
Education 819:

The Junior High School Program

Study of the overall program and its objectives for grades 7-9, including
the core program, guidance provisions for interrelating learnings in a departmentalized setup, clubs, homerooms, and provision for individual differences.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
8:00-9: 15
Education 865:

Curriculum Construction in the Elementary School

Principles and practices in curriculum development in elementary school.
Examination of developmental trends and influences. Consideration of problems in local curriculum situations. For experienced teachers, supervisors, and
principals. Laboratory charge may be made for curriculum materials.
3 Semester Hours
July 2-July 20
12:00-2:50
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ENGLISH
English 202: Speech Practice
Practice in a varied range of experience in speech communication; special
attention to social and professional needs of student; includes intensive practice in analysis of recorded voice, for improvement in phrasing, vigor. quality
of diction, and variety.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
8:00--9:15
English 221: American Literature and Composition
Two sections. First semester of a year course; study of important pieces of
American literature, from the beginnings to about 1860, as an introduction to
the critical appreciation of literature; advanced composition based on analysis
and discussion of the ideas and techniques of the literature studied. Required
of sophomores in all areas of Elementary Education in partial satisfaction of
college requirements of advanced composition and of literature (counts as 2
hours Composition, 1 hour Literature).
11,00---11,50
8 Weeks
3 Semester Hours
1,00- 1,50
English 621: Major English Writers to 1780
Major English writers from Chaucer (in translation) to Johnson, Including Shakespeare. Milton, Swift, Pope, Fielding; poetry, prose, drama, novel.
3 Semester Hours

8 Weeks

9:00-9:50

English 711: Introduction to Language Study
Modern concepts of language and of the learning of language; differences
between spoken and written forms; important historical, regional, and social
differences in English. Designed to help all teachers understand their own and
their students' language habits, and to provide basic ideas for the teaching
of the language arts.
2-3 Semester Hours
6-8 Weeks
12:00--12:50
English 722: English Literature 1780-1900
Reading in representative work of important writers from Burns to Hardy,
showing development of English literature; emphasis on Wordsworth, Keats,
Tennyson, Browning, Carlyle, Thackeray, Arnold. Not open to students who
have had English 622.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
9: 35-1 0: 50
English 726: Contemporary Fiction
Short stories and novels of important 20th Century writers in America,
Britain, and Ireland.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
10:00--10:50
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English 727:

Shakespeare

Study of about twelve major plays for dramatic effectiveness, characteriaation, poetry, and insight into permanent elements of human experience.
3 Semester Hours
English 751:

6 Weeks

12:35-1:50

Studies in American Literature

For the Summer Session 1956, a course in folk literature. Intensive study
of British and American ballads and the various forms of folk tale, including
Iolksay, the lore of the supernatural, the lore of nations and races, particularly
Indian and Negro. Each student required to do individual research, preferably
collecting of original materials.
3 Semester Hours
English 760:

6 Weeks

11:00--12:15

Studies in Contemporary Literature

For the Summer Session 1956, a course in the development of modern
drama, European and American, with emphasis on the great forerunners,
Ibsen and Chekhov; Shaw; the Irish Movement; the expressionism of O'Neill,
Wilder, and Williams; the poetical plays of Eliot and Fry.
3 Semester Hours
English 770:

6 Weeks

8:00-9:15

Speech Problems of the Child

Orientation of the classroom teacher to speech needs of pupils; study of
major speech problems encountered in class and extra-curricular activities;
recognition of articulatory, vocal and rhythmical disorders; observation and
practice in rehabilitation procedures.
3 Semester Hours'
English 805:

6 Weeks

9:35-10:50

Advanced Studies in Grammar and Usage

Current usage and grammar of American English; application of descriptivc methods of observing language habits; historical and social facts behind
conflicting usages. Attention to problems of learning language. Prerequisite:
English 711, or similar course, or consent of instructor.
2 Semester Hours

6 Weeks

8:00-8:50

MUSIC '
Music 101: Essentials of Music
Designed for students with little or average preparation in music. Study
of keyboard and application of music theory to sight reading, song singing,
ear training and conducting. Students with considerable music background
have an opportunity to proceed directly to Music 102A.
2 Semester Hours

6 Weeks

8:00-9:15
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Music 201: Backgrounds in Music Literature
An approach to music as an art through the study of representative compositions with attention focussed on the characteristics of melody, harmony,
rhythm, tone, color, form, style and nationality.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
[0:00-11 :15
JU5- UO
Music 503: Symphonic Music
A course in understanding and appreciation of great masterpieces of
symphonic music. Studied in relation to general historical backgrounds and
to the development of music as an art.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
9:35-10:50
Music 701: Music in History
Development and place of music in historical perspective. Interpreted in
relation to the fine arts as well as religious, philosophical, economic, political
and scientific factors.
3 Semester Hours

6 Weeks

11:DO--I2: 15

Music 702: Music Integration
Study of the integration of music with social studies, English, art and
physical education in the public school program. Creative musical expression
through original melodies and dances in connection with these fields.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
12:00-12:50
Education 721: Seminar in Music in Ole Elementary School
Develops teacher's understanding of role of music in elementary school,
and how children can be effectively guided in developing musical experiences.
Emphasis placed upon reading-songs. For ITTP and other teachers.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
10:00-10:50

PHYSICAL

EDUCATION,

HEALTH

AND RECREATION

HP 201:

Organization and Administration of the School Health Program
(Health Services in Schools)
Study of the health status of the child: medical, dental and nursing service;
the control of communicable disease; provision for a wholesome school environment; and the organization of the instructional program of health.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
11:00--11:50

J-IP

202: Safety Education and First Aid
The American Red Cross standard first aid course all well as a study of a
comprehensive community and school safety education program. Required of

Health Education majors.
2 Semester Hours
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6 Weeks

10:00-10:50

HE 203 & 204:

Nutrition I and II

A study of the nutritional needs at the various age levels together with an
analysis of the nutritional status of the American people, leading to an understanding of the nutritional basis for healthful living. Includes practice in
methods of learning; intelligent food preparation and serving, as well as instruction in meal planning and costs, Emphasizes student experience in maintaining
an optimum nutritional status, Offered as one unit for Health Education students during one semester. Includes laboratory experiences.
2 Semester Hours
HP 204:

6 Weeks

10:00-10:50

Applied Anatomy

Analysis of the fundamental and complex motor movements involved in
physical education activities, based upon anatomical, mechanical, and physiclogical principles. Prerequisites: Science 102 and 201.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
9:35-10:50
PE 303:

Physical Education for Teachers

Philosophy, principles, aims and methods of physical education and the
materials for the elementary school physical education program for classroom
teachers. Required of and open only to General Elementary Education students.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
8:00--8:50
1,00-1,50
HP 306:

Physical Inspection

A course to familiarize the student with methods of physical inspection,
commonly occurring school health problems, and the relationships of teaching
staffs to health service personnel. Open to Elementary Education students.
2 Semester Hours
HP 405:

6 Weeks

(1:00-11:50

Physiology of Exercise

Acquaints students with the physiological adjustments and changes occuring in the human organism as a result of physical activity. Emphasizes the
physiology of muscular contraction; and the role of the circulatory and respiratory systems in exercise. Lectures, recitation, and laboratory work. Prerequisites:
Science 102 and 201.
2 Semester Hours
HP 407:

6 Weeks

8:00-9:15

Mental and Emotional Health

Study of the mental hygiene of the normal individual with a detailed
analysis of the factors underlying maximum effective personality development
and adjustment. Personality aberrations introduced only as essentIal to a more
comprehensive understanding of the normal.
2 Semester Hours

6 Weeks

8:00-

8:50

10,00---10,50
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HE 409: Organization and Administration-Seminar
in Health Education
Identification and study of individual problems evolving from the student's
off-campus experience in school or public health education. Planned to allow
ample opportunity for individual conferences with faculty members. Selection
of major areas of study by the individual student with the guidance of the
instructor.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
1:00--1:50
HP 517: Driver Education
For instructors of Driver Education in the high school covering organization and supervision, teaching methods, teaching aids; use of psychophysical
tests, skill tests, and road tests; practical instruction in dual control car.
Driving experience and New York State Operators License required. Under
present state regulations, only teachers with secondary school certification can
he employed as teachers of Driver Education. A charge to cover car operation
costs is required.
8,OD--1l,50
6 Weeks
2 Semester Hours
Full Time
Two short sessions
June 18-June 29
Aug. 13-Aug. 24
HE 609: Methods for School Dental Hygiene Teachers
Study, evaluation and practice in the various methods that may be
effective in teaching dental hygiene. Materials including audio-sensory aids
accumulated and demonstrated. Actual practice provided in the use of both
methods and materials.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
9:00--9:50
HE 610:

Organization and Administration of Case Studies in Dental Hygiene

An introductory course in social case work, dealing with the dental
hygienist's approach to the family, compiling data, histories and case reports;
the use of voluntary and official organizations in coordinating dental hygiene
in general health service.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
8:0D--8:50
PE 705:

Workshop in Planning Facilities and Equipment for the Physical
Education Program
To assist teachers, directors and administrative authorities with problems
in planning and readapting school physical education facilities and equipment
to meet standards of functional adequacy.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
8:00--8:50
RE 705: History and Philosophy of Recreation
Changing concepts of recreation from the past to the present; emphasis
<flU the development of a philosophy of recreation; consideration of the contributions of recreation and recreation education in meeting the needs of indi-
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viduals, groups and agencies in a democratic society. Not open to students who
have taken RE 105: Philosophy of Play and Recreation, or its equivalent.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
.2:00--2:50
HE 706:

Seminar in Mental Health

Advanced course in Mental Health. Stress laid on the application of basic
mental hygiene principles in the total school situation. Exploration of factors
which influence the mental health of pupils and personnel, and the school's
potentialities for improving mental health in the community. Consideration
given to individual interests of the students enrolled in course.
2 Semester Hours
July 23-Aug. 3
11:00-11:50
and 1,00- 2,50
PE 706:

Interpretation of Physical Education for the Public School Teacher

Designed primarily to provide an opportunity for the non-technically
trained teacher to better understand the fundamental biological, psychological
and sociological bases of public school physical education. Aims, objectives,
contemporary practices and contributions of physical education to the total
educational program considered.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
2:00-2:50
PE 707:

Philosophy and Principles of Physical Education

Philosophical background and development of modern physical education
and the formulation of scientific principles which foster desirable biological,
sociological and psychological outcomes of physical education.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
10:00-10:50
PE 710:

The Body Mechanics Program in Schools

Principles of basic body mechanics in the regular physical education
activity program in elementary schools. Planning and practice of appropriate
learning situations are included.
2 Semester Hours
July 9-July 20
1:00-3:50
HE 711:

School Nursing I

Thorough consideration of the function and service of school nurseteacher in the development and protection of family, school, and community
health, school sanitation, and safety. The responsibilities of school health
service personnel, including the supervision of illness-absentees, the handling
of records and reports, and legal aspects of these functions. Various testing
technics and instruments of the profession.
3 Semester Hours
July 2-]uly 20
8:00-10:50
PE 721:

Advanced Activity Program Clinic in Football

An advanced football coaching course designed to include components of
effective team organization, strategy, recent developments, and the contemporary systems most frequently employed. Prerequisite: HP 411 A or equivalent.
2 Semester Hours
July 3D-Aug. 10
3:00-6:00
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PE 724: Advanced Activity Program Clinic in Baseball
An advanced baseball coaching course including development of individual professional techniques for the various team positions. Offensive and
defensive team strategy analyzed <Inc! demonstrated. Prerequisite: HP 412 A
or equivalent.
2 Semester Hours
July 16~July 27
3:00~6:00
Physical Education Skills and Applied Techniques
Activity courses designed to develop attitudes, appreciation and personal
skill in all types of activities included in the broad physical education or
recreation program, with emphasis on knowledge and ability to apply techniques in leaching. Courses divided into instructional units presented in sequential order representing definite progressions. Minimum standards of personal
skill required for satisfactory completion of each activity unit.
July 2-July 27
~ sem. hour MW-9 Elementary Games ~ 2:00-2:50
Y2 scm. hour M-13, W-IO Elementary Tennis - 2:00-2:50
July 3D-August 24
Y2 sem. hour M-24, W-18 Bowling and Badminton - 2:00--2:50
y2 sem. hour M-30, W-15 Elementary Archery - 2:00-2:50
J uly 2~August 24
scm. hour MW·6 Basic Swimming - 3:0D-3:50
HE 801:

Workshop in Curriculum

Construction

in School Health Education

Modern methods of curriculum construction based upon current theories
of education applied to school health education. Opportunities given to work
upon individual curriculum problems at any school level.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
1:00-2:15
RE 802:

Workshop in Construction

and Integration

of Outdoor

Education

Areas of education best taught in the outdoors; study of outdoor environmental opportunities for such education available to schools; participation in
and experimentation with outdoor education content and methods. Field trips
demonstrating leadership techniques with children (when possible). Class
evaluation and rating of techniques.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
10:00--11:15
HE 803: Individual Problems in Health Education
Teachers with unique in-service problems consult and confer with specialists in their field. Effective practical solutions sought in terms of the local
situations and the school·community needs, interests and resources. Hours and
credit to be arranged.

PE 803: Individual Problems in Physical Education
An individual study project designed to permit teachers in service with
unique problems to consult with specialists in their field. Effective practical
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solutions sought in terms of the needs, interests and resources of the local
school and community. Hours and credit to be arranged.
RE 803: Individual Problems in Recreation
Teachers and recreation leaders with in-service problems consult and
confer with specialists in their field. Effective practical solutions sought in
terms of the local situations and the school-community needs, interests and
resources. Hours and credit to be arranged.
HE 805: The Health Problem of Aging
An intensive study of the problems which may accompany growth in the
later years. The nature of the aging process is considered and the means of
promoting physical and emotional health during this period of life are explored.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
12:00-12:50
PE 8Ita-811b: Seminar
Related Areas

in the Directorship

of Physical Education

and

Seminar covering administrative problems confronting city and village
directors of school physical education and the related areas. A full time practical approach to the responsibilities of the director for teachers with experience.
Admission by application submitted to the Director of Education for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation.
4 Semester Hours
July 2-July 20
9,00-10,50
and [,00- 2,50
4 Semester Hours
July 23-Aug. 10
10000- 1,50.
SCIENCE
Science 102:

Anatomy and Physiology I

An intensive study of the human skin, circulatory, respiratory, digestive
and excretory systems as parts of the living body. Special emphasis on nutrition, metabolism and basic physiology for physical education majors. Two
lectures, one double laboratory-demonstration period.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
8:00-9:50
Science 103:

Animal Biology

Familiarity with basic laws, principles and theories of biology is a major
objective. Nature and interpretation of life. Type studies of increasingly com.
plcx forms of animal life. Man's control of animal life. Man's applications of
biological discoveries. One hour lecture and two double laboratory periods.
3 Semester Hours
8 Weeks
8: 00-9: 30
Science 207:

Physics

Fundamental mechanics. Emphasizes the application of physical principles
to human physical activity. Includes mechanical analysis of athletic activities
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such as lever action of skeletal parts, buoyancy in aquatics, role of manometers,
momentum and energy relationships, accelerated motion, heat measurement.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
2: 00--3: 50
Science 704: Field Botany
Plants studied in their natural habitats, with reference to their identification and classification, and the various environmental situations in which they
grow. Consists largely of field trips, supplemented by laboratory studies of the
methods of collecting, preserving, and identifying plants. One lecture and two
two-hour laboratory periods.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
10:00--11:50
Science 712: Ornithology
A study of the birds common to New York
identification and life history studies. One lecture
laboratory work. Many of the trips will be taken
requisite: Science 103. One field trip per week at
class.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks

State. Emphasis upon field
and four hours of field or
early in the morning. Pre5:00 a.m. replaces regular
8:00-9:

15

Science 713: Field Studies in Conservation
Soil, water, forests, and wildlife problems in New York State. All-day field
trips to various points of conservation importance, supplemented by evening
discussions and motion pictures. Includes numerous consultants from various
agencies to afford first-hand understanding of practical aspects of conservation
practices. A two weeks summer school post-session course, full time. A charge
of $25.00 is made to cover transportation and miscellaneous expenses.
3 Semester Hours
Aug. 13-29
Full Time
Science 803: Advanced Earth Science
The geomorphic processes of lanqtorm building, erosion, field techniques
and mapping, soil testing, and weather observations. Formal paper based on
field research required. One lecture: and one double laboratory period.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
12:00---12:50
Science 806: Experiments with Plants
The experimental method applied to a study of the living plant and its
major life functions, such as growth, food-making, reproduction, and the
relationships between the plant and its environment. Prerequisite: plant biology
or its equivalent. One lecture and two two-hour laboratory periods.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
1:00-1:50
Science 814: Applied Physics
Further development of principles of physics with extended applications to
electronics, mechanics, and nuclear fission. Prerequisite: Science 207 or 210,
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
8:00-9:50
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SOCIAL STUDIES
Social Studies 201:

American History I

The development of the American way of life. Focuses attention upon our
cultural heritage, and the great social, economic and political movements
which created our nation.
3 Semester

Hours

Social Studies 521:

6 Weeks
8 Weeks

8,00- 9,15
10,00-10050

Introduction to Sociology

A survey of sociological principles and their application to personal and
social problems. Attention to the processes of social interaction and their outcomes for human behavior.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
12,35- 1,50
8 Weeks
9,00- 9:50
10:00-10:50
12:00-12:50
Social Studies 522:

Economics

Introductory course in economic principles and problems, a study of
forms of business organizations, the conflict of labor and capital, public finance
and social security.
3 Semester Hours
Social Studies 702:

6 Weeks

12:35-1:50

Issues in American History

Designed to refresh American history background. Requires a basic
knowledge of the subject. Attention to the changing front of historical scholarship, such as the revisionist theories in regard to the Turner frontier thesis.
3 Semester Hours
Aug. 13-Aug. 29
Full Time
Social Studies 704:

Recent American History

Advanced course, emphasizing the emergence of modern economic problems and their effect upon political policy and reform during the Populist and
Progressive Movements. Study of "return to normalcy," economic and political
problems of the 1920's, and the depression. Roosevelt and the new deal, and
subsequent Truman and Eisenhower administrations.
3 Semester Hours
Social Studies 710:

6 Weeks

11:00-12:15

Marriage and the Family

A combination of the scientific and practical interests and approaches to
the study of problems of courtship, marriage, parenthood, and the family as a
social institution.
2 Semester Hours

6 Weeks

1:00-1:50

Social Studies 714: Regional Geography of Latin-America
A regional study of the western hemisphere south of the Rio Grande,
using the mutual relationsh.ps of cultural, economic and commercial patterns
and the physical environment.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
8:00--9:15
Social Studies 719: Biography of Great Americans
An examination of OUf national development through the media of biographical materials. Discussion of certain representative American figures and
of our important biographical literature.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
9:35-10:50
Social Studies 722: The Organization of Society
The nature, functioning, interrelations, and changes in the major social
institutions: family, economic, governmental, religious, educational, recreational, and penal.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
10:00-10:50
Social Studies 738: The Near East in Modern Times
The decline of the Ottoman Empire and the rise of nationalism, the
strength of the Arab League, and the problem of raw materials and industrial
potentials in power politics.
2 Semester Hours
July 3D-Aug. 10
11:00-2:50
Social Studies 745: Consumer Economics
Analysis of the many ways in which people come in contact with our
economic order; interpretation of economic trends and economic principles;
analysis of personal economic problems.
2 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
8:00-8:50
Social Studies 752: Introduction to Chinese Civilization
The Chinese people, various aspects of their culture, and their contributions to civilization.
2 Semester Hours
July 16-July 27
11:00-2:50
Social Studies 801: New York State
Offered only in summer session. Involves field work and directed study of
materials in literature, geography, history, government and science of New
York State.
3 Semester Hours
6 Weeks
9:35-10:50
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THE GRADUATE DIVISION
The Summer Session of 1956
Six-week

Session. . . . . . . ..

Curriculum

.

Construction

in

.
the

July

2-Aug.

10

Elementary

School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elementary School Supervision...............
Directorship in Physical Education and Re- A.
lated Areas.
..... .....
B.
Body Mechanics Program in Schools.
Advanced Clinic in Baseball.
Advanced Clinic in Football.
The China Institute. . . .
........
The Near East Institute. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Workshop in Adult Education.
Elementary School Principalship.
Seminar in Mental Health.....

July 2-20
July 2-20
July 2-20
July 2·3-Aug. 10
July 9-20
July 16-27
July 30-Aug. 10
July 16-27
J lily 30-Aug. 10
July 23-Aug. 10
July 23-Aug. 10
July 23-Aug.
3

The Post Session
Driver Education.
.
Audio-Visual Aids in Schools.
.
Supervision of Student Teaching
Issues in American

History.

.
.
.
.

.

Field Studies in Conservation ..

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

13-24
13-24
13-24
13-29
13-29

Curricula Leading to the Master's Degree
General Elementary Education
Physical Education
Intensive

Early Childhood Education

Health Education

Teacher

Training

Recreation Education

Program in Elementary

Education

Elementary School Supervision
Elementary School Principalship
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REGULATIONS

AND PROCEDURES

The Graduate Program at Cortland
The several graduate curricula have been developed in terms of
the needs and interests of teachers in service. Each curriculum provides for study in both the professional and the liberal-cultural fields
with a wide range of choice. When a student is matriculated and
becomes a candidate for the master of science degree, an adviser is
assigned. It is the function of the adviser to plan with the student
so that his program becomes genuinely functional and useful.
Graduate study is offered at Cortland chiefly during the summer
session. Extension courses are available during the regular academic
year. Thus teachers may earn their mastees degree while continuing
their regular employment.
Admission to Graduate Study
Indi vidual graduate courses in the college are open to students
who hold a baccalaureate degree from a recognized college and to
individuals who through personal study and maturity satisfy instructors that they may profitably pursue such courses. Admission to
graduate study does not constitute candidacy for a master's degree.
Admission to a program of graduate study is arranged through consultation with the director of the division in which the student's
major work will be taken. A student is considered a candidate for the
master's degree only upon completion of matriculation with the
Graduate Council of the college.
Certain graduate courses, those numbered in the seven hundreds,
are open to both graduate students and to senior undergraduates who
obtain the permission of their advisers. Students who are in their
final semester of undergraduate
study and whose undergraduate
schedule contains less than a full program may be admitted to a
limited amount of study for graduate credit.
Matriculation

for the Master's Degree

Graduate students become candidates for the master's degree
only through the process of matriculation. When a student has
completed a minimum of six semester hours in residence with grades
of B or above, he may apply for matriculation on a form provided
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by the major field advisers or available in the graduate office. Students are urged to apply for matriculation as soon as they are eligible
and thus avoid the possibility of taking courses which may not be
acceptable for the master's degree. The Graduate Council of the
college acts upon these applications and informs the student by letter
of the action of the council. Students in their first summer of resident
study should obtain matriculation forms and file them at the close of
the session. At the time of matriculation an adviser is appointed. In
general, the College expects a minimum of 18 hours to be completed
after matriculation.
The Graduate Student and his Adviser
Graduate students must plan their programs for the completion
of the work for the master's degree with their advisers. If one's adviser
is not in residence for the summer or other term, the student will then
consult the director of the major division.
Extension Courses and Transferred Credit
All courses that are counted toward the master's degree must
be approved by the adviser. Therefore it is most important that
such approval be arranged in advance of taking a course in extension or from some other college. Any course credited toward the
degree must fit into the general prescription of requirements and
must be applicable to the purpose of the program, e.g., a course in
secondary education may be useful in physical education but not in
elementary education.
Credit Requirements for the Master's Degree
A total of 32 semester hours of study is required for the master's
degree in each of these curricula. In General Elementary Education
the total is divided as follows: (a) 12 to 16 semester hours of courses,
seminars, and workshops in professional education and (b) 16 to 20
semester hours of study in the liberal-cultural area. In the special fields
of Health, Physical, and Recreation Education, the total program
consists of the following: (a) 10 to 12 semester hours of study in the
field of specialization, (b) 4 to 10 semester hours in a field related to
that of specialization, and (c) 10 to 18 semester hours of study in the
liberal-cultural area,
The college requires that each candidate for the master's degree
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meet the curricular requirements for the degree and also certification
requirements in the field in which the degree is awarded.
In general, twenty-four of the thirty-two semester hours required
[or the master's degree must be taken on the campus at Cortland
either in summer sessions or in on-campus extension courses. However, for students who completed their undergraduate work at Cortland) thc total residence may be reduced to twenty semester hours
by approval of the Graduate Council, provided that the total of 12
semester hours to be transferred or taken in off-campus extension
includes a minimum of 4 semester hours taken in residence at some
other college.
Credit toward the master's degree will be accepted in transfer
from other accredited colleges that award a graduate degree and
provided the courses fit into the curricula offered at Cortland and
meet the standards set by this college. The adviser should be consulted and approve courses in advance of enrollment.
Scholarship Requirements and Student Load
Each candidate [or the degree must complete 17 credit hours
with BA" or "B" marks. Under no circumstances will the passing
grade of "D" be counted for credit toward the master's degree.
Satisfactory evidence of superior teaching ability on the part of
the student must be in the hands of the Graduate Council before a
recommendation for the granting of the degree will be made.
The normal load during the summer session is one semester hour
for each week of session time. For the six weeks session, superior
students may petition the Graduate Council for permission to carry
additional hours but in no case wiII more than eight hours be allowed
during such a session. Petitions to carry extra work must be filed with
the Graduate Council on the first day of registration.
Research Project or Thesis
A candidate for the master's degree may pursue a particular
investigation or field study and substitute this for 2 to 6 hours of the
total requirement. The project or study must be planned with the
candidate's adviser and the plan formally approved by the Graduate
Council before the project is officially undertaken. The final report
must meet the college's standards of presentation and after being
approved by the adviser will be examined and evaluated by the
Graduate Council.
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Fees and Expenses
The tuition fee for graduate study is $12.50 per semester hour
of credit. Additional charges to cover laboratory supplies and costs
of field trips will be collected in courses where they are essential.
The regular student union assessment as shown in the fore part of this
bulletin is paid by students in summer resident study. All fees are
payable at the time of enrollment.
A graduation charge of $12.00 to cover the cost of the diploma
and academic procedures at the time of the award of the degree is
payable before the degree is granted.
Time Limitation
Credit to be offered for the master's degree must, as a rule, be
completed within six years from the date of matriculation. In special
cases this period may be extended by action of the Graduate Council.
The Award of the Degree
Upon completion of the requirements for the degree, the Graduate
Council will consult with the special department concerned and
recommend the candidate to the graduate faculty for the degree,
Master of Science. The degree will be conferred at the annual commencement in June after the work is completed.

GRADUATE CURRICULA
A graduate student is matriculated in one of the special curricula
shown below. The program which he pursues must be designed to meet
state certification requirements in his special field if such certification
has not already been met.
The several curricula leading to the master's degree allow considerable latitude in choice of courses. This is done so that the needs
and interests of teachers may be met. Each student's program must
fall into the general framework of a curriculum as shown below but
this must be done through advisement so that it becomes a planned
program for that particular student. The adviser finally must recommend the award of the degree and the Graduate Council must approve the award.
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Elementary Education
Elementary Education: Kgn.-Gr.

8

Early Childhood Education: Nursery-Gr.

3
12 to 16 Sem. Hrs.
16 to 20 Sem. Hrs.

1. Courses in professional education
2. Courses in liberal-cultural

fields

Elementary School Principalship
Elementary School Supervision
16 Sem. Hrs.
1. Courses in professional education
16 Sem. Hrs.
2. Courses in liberal-cultural fields
(Professional courses must meet state certification and
college prescriptions.)
Special Fields
Health Education
Recreation Education
Physical Education
l. Courses in field of specialization
2. Courses in field related to field
of specialization
3. Courses in liberal-cultural fields

10 to 12 Sem. Hrs.
4 to 10 Sem. Hrs.
10 to 18 Sem. Hrs.

Intensive Teacher Training Program
General Elementary Education: Kgn.-Gr.

8

Early Childhood Education: Nursery-Gr.
3
1. Courses in professional education
26 to 30 Scm. Hrs.
2. Courses in liberal-cultural fields
2 to 6 Sem. Hrs.
(Adaptations are made in terms of student's undergraduate background and certification requirement.)

THE INTENSIVE

TEACHER TRAINING

PROGRAM

The Intensive Teacher Training Program is offered by the
State University Teachers College in cooperation with the State
Education Department and its Office of Teacher Certification. This
program is designed for graduates of accredited colleges who wish to
teach in the elementary school but whose undergraduate programs
did not prepare for such work.
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All work offered is on the graduate level and includes such professional areas as are needed to prepare for certification to teach in
the elementary school. Temporary certification to teach in the elementary schools of New York State is granted after each summer's
work until permanent certification is earned. Even though the
student may have finished the required courses and credits for
permanent certification, he is not eligible for such until he has earned
the master's degree in this special program and is recommended to
the State Office of Teacher Certification by the college. The time required to complete the program may be shortened by taking extension work. The first two summers in this program must be consecutive.
College graduates who wish to take this program should make
all plans with the college for meeting the requirements of state
certification.
Requirements for Certification to Teach
Certification

Areas

Semester Hours

1. Observation and supervised student teaching
in elementary schools. . . .
.
.
2. Elementary school methods and materials

12 to 15->

.

8 to 12

.

6 to 10

3. Psychology for teachers, child development
and/or child psychology
4. History, principles, problems and/or
ophy of education
Total

philos.
.

2 to
36

6

* The

12-15 semester-hour requirement in student teaching is
met through two years of successful teaching in the elementary
school on an emergency certificate, leaving 24 semester hours of
work in areas 2, ,3, and 4 above.

The above distribution of certification credits applies to both
the certificate for Elementary Education (kindergarten
through
eighth grade), and the certificate for Early Childhood Education
(nursery school through third grade). Observe the specific course
recommendations for each certificate on the following page.
Program for First Summer ITTP
Education ITTP-I: Integrated Professional Study
8 hours
The program for the first summer's work includes 8 semester
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hours of the following integrated professional study done in the classroom with children:
a) Teaching-participation

(Certification

b) Child Study (Certification

Area 2)

Area 3)

c) School Organization-Administration
(Certification Area 4)

4 S.H.
3 S.H.

for Teachers
1 S.H.

This integrated professional program has a special staff of master
teachers and consultants. The daily schedule includes work with children, conferences, community and field trips, lectures and library work.
Elementary Education students work with children in one or more of
the grades from kindergarten to the eighth. Early Childhood Education students work with children in one or more levels from the nursery
school to third grade.
This first surnmer's program is designed primarily for college
graduates who have not taught and who have not had professional
courses in their undergraduate
programs. The Intensive Teacher
Training Program will, however, utilize any acceptable undergraduate
professional courses which the student may have had.
A student having a teaching position is eligible for temporary
certification after a satisfactory summer's work.
Program for Completing the ITTP Sequence
During the student's second and third summers of his Intensive
Teacher Training Program he will, through the aid of an adviser,
pursue such professional courses in the graduate program as will meet
his individual needs and the requirements for permanent certification.
Course work will be adapted to the specific needs of the student.
The facilities of the college elementary school will be available.
If the student's undergraduate transcript carries courses which are
acceptable for certification, he should elect other graduate courses
which will help him in his teaching.
The student who works toward supervision, or principalship certification, should first finish his requirements for certification to teach
in the elementary school. If he has had little or no undergraduate work
in areas of certification to teach, certification in supervision or administration may require more than the 3'2 S.H. of graduate work for the
M.S. degree.
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Procedure for ITTP Student in Obtaining Certificate to Teach
1. First summer students will be furnished an application form sent
to the college by the State Office of Teacher Certification,
(SOTC). The student will complete Part I, and pay $3.00 for the
cost of issuing an emergency certificate valid for one year. The
college will forward to the SOTC the application and fee. Renewable emergency certificates will be issued to individual students
upon the successful completion of successive summer programs.
2. The student in the second and subsequent summers in the ITTP
should proceed as follows in having the certificate renewed. The
student's renewable certificate should be returned directly to the
SOTe with the name of the superintendent with whom the student will teach the following year. After endorsement by the
SOTe, the certificate will be returned to the superintendent.
3. When the student has become eligible for permanent certification,
i.e., he has completed the requirements of the college for the
master's degree and the certification requirements prescribed by
the college, (based upon the requirements of the State Education
Department), he should proceed as follows:
a) Request the Registrar to secure testimony of two years of successful teaching from the superintendent or principal.
b) Apply to the college for the M.S. degree, and verification of
having met the degree and certification
verification will be sent to SOTe.

requirements.

Such

c) After the State Office of Teacher Certification has received
the college's verification of the eligibility of the student for
certification, the student will be sent a new application form
for a permanent certificate. The student will complete Part I
of the application and give it to his superintendent to complete
Part III, accompanied by a $3.00 fee for the SOTe. (The
college does not need to complete Part II, since the data have
already been supplied to the SOTC.) The application should
be sent directly to the SOTC by the superintendent. The SOTC
will mail the certificate.
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SUPERVISION

AND PRINCIPALSHIP

Prerequisites for Supervision and Principalship
1. A bachelor's degree.
2. Certification to teach in the elementary school.
3. A minimum of three years of teaching in the elementary school
before completing work for supervisor or principal and the
master's degree.
Elementary

School Supervisor's

Program

Program of graduate courses includes:
1. Required
Ed. 700
Ed. 703
Ed. 812
Ed. 814
Ed. 815
2. Electives
3. Electives

areas in Education
.
Advanced Child Study (or comparable
course)
.
Evaluation and Guidance in the Elementary School.
.
Research in Elementary Education
.
Supervision A: Organization and Personnel of the Elementary School
.
Supervision B: Instructional
Program
in the Elementary School.
.
in Education, by advisement
.
in Cultural areas, by advisement.
.

12 S.H.

2-3 S.H.
2-3 S.H.
3 S.H.
3 S.H.

1-4 S.H.
16 S.H.

Elementary School Principal's Program
Program of graduate courses includes:
1. Required courses in Education
.
Ed. 700 Advanced Child Study (or comparable
course)
.
Ed. 703 Evaluation and Guidance in the Elementary School.
.
Ed. 812 Research in Elementary Education
.
Ed. 816 Elementary School Principalship I: Organization and Personnel
,.
Ed. 817 Elementary School Principalship II: Administration and Instructional Supervision
2. Electives in Education, by advisement. . . . . . . . . . .
3. Electives in Cultural areas, by advisement. . . . . . .

12 S.H.

2-3 S.H.
2-3 S.H.
2-3 S.H.
3 S.H.

3 S.H.

1-4 S.H.
16 S.H.

Note: The courses in supervision or principalship should generally be taken
late in the graduate sequence.
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CERTIFICATION

IN EARLY SECONDARY EDUCATION,
GRADES 7-9

Former graduates of New York State Teachers Colleges who are
certified to teach in the elementary school grades may extend this
certification to include the teaching in a subject-matter field in the
grades of the junior high school. At Cortland special curricula have
been prepared so that degree holding graduates in elementary education may pursue study for extending their certification to one of these
areas:

English
Social Studies

Mathematics
Science

Teachers in the field who wish this extended certification must
meet the undergraduate course requirements and the graduate requirements as set down. It is necessary for such people to consult with an
adviser in the major area field so that a sequential program may be
arranged and so that their former training may be fitted into this new
program with maximum credit.
Suggested Program for Summer of 1956
EDUCATION

817,

ADOLESCENT

EDUCATION

819,

THE

JUNIOR

BEHAVIOR
HIGH

SCHOOL

3 sem. hrs.
3 sem. hrs.

PROGRAM

A

COURSE

IN AREA

OF SPECIALIZATION

2 sem, hrs.
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UNDERGRADUATE COURSE REQUIREMENTS
Those who wish to extend their certification to teach in one of
the fields of the junior high school must take the courses listed below
for the special field in which they plan to teach.
ENGLISH
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.

111-112
Communication Skills
202 (or 203, 204, 205) Advanced Speech Practice
221-222
American Literature and Composition
630
English Grammar and Usage
621~622
Major English Writers
760
Studies in Contemporary Literature

Semester
6

HOUTS

3

6
3
6
3

27
MATHEMATICS
Math.
Math.
Math.
Math.
Math.
Math.
Math.

101
203
502
505
601
504
602

Introduction to Mathematics (Exemption possible) 3
3
3
College Algebra
3
Field Work .in Math.
3
Introduction to Statistics
3
Analytical Geometry
3
Calculus

Trigonometry

18-21
SCIENCE
Sci.
Sci.
Sci.
Sci.
Sci.
Sci.
Sci.
Sci.
Sci.
'[Sci.

103
203
108
107
204
210
205
508
211
202

Animal Biology
Plant Biology
Earth Science
Chemistry I
Human Biology
Physics I
Chemistry II
Advanced Earth Science
Physics II
Outdoor Science (formerly Sci. 706)

3
3
3

3
3

3
3
3
3
4
31

SOCIAL STUDIES
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS

521
201-202
101
520
204

SS 402
SS 522
SS 707

I ntroduction to Sociology
American History I and II
General Geography
American Government
Europe and the Modern World
European History Elective
Economic Geography
Introduction to Economics
History and Geography of New York State

3

6
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

30

t To be taken at Huntington
summer.
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Memorial Camp, Raquette Lake, during

Professional courses to be completed
gram include the following:

In

the undergraduate proSemester Hours

Ed 101-102

Pre-Student Teaching Sequence

6

Ed 201-202

Pre-Student Teaching Sequence

6

Ed Eng 331 or Ed Math 331 or Ed Sci 331 or
Ed SS 331
Methods of Teaching in the Special Field

3

Ed 400

Student Teaching
(y, in gr. 1-6, y, in special field)

Ed 401

Post-Student Teaching Seminar in
Elementary Education

3

Seminar in Junior High School
Education

3

Ed 431

15

36
Graduate Course Requirements
The graduate program leading to extended certification for teaching one of the special fields in the junior high school grades includes a
total of 32 semester hours. A minimum of twenty-four semester hours
must be earned in courses offered exclusively for graduate students,
that is, courses numbered above 799. The program shall include:
Semester Hours
1. Professional Courses

9 to 15

Ed 817 Adolescent Behavior

3

Ed 819 The Junior High School Program
(The above to be taken the first summer
following graduation)

3

Ed 831 Workshop in Junior High School
Curriculum
2. Liberal-Cultural

Courses

17 to 23

(A minimum of 12 semester hours must be
completed in the subject-matter
area in
which the candidate is specializing to teach)
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POST SESSION
The courses listed below are being offered provisionally in a short
session following the regular six-week summer session. Enrollments in
these courses must be completed before 'July 30. If less than 12 people
indicate by that date their enrollment in any of the courses, it will be
withdrawn. Course descriptions will be found in the appropriate listing
in this bulletin. Each of these courses requires full time study and class
attendance.
1.

SCIENCE

713 FIELD STUDIES IN CONSERVATION
3 sem. hrs.
Mr. Clemens. Aug. 13-Aug. 29, including Saturdays

2.

EDUCATION
PUBLIC

718
SCHOOL

AUDIO-VISUAL

AIDS

Mr. Coolidge. Aug. 13-Aug.

3.

EDUCATION

770

SUPERVISION

HEALTH

2 sem. hrs.

AND PHYSICAL

24

OF STUDENT

Miss Alway. Aug. 13-Aug.
4.

IN THE

PROGRAM

TEACHING

2 sem, hrs.

24

EDUCATION

517:

DRIVER

2 sern, hrs.

EDUCATION

Mr. Eckard. Aug. I3-Aug.
5.

SOCIAL

STUDIES
702 Issues IN
Dr. McCoy. Aug. I3-Aug.

24
HISTORY
3 sem. hrs,
29 including Saturdays

AMERICAN
1

PRE SESSION
Because of the large number of secondary school teachers who
are now sharing the teaching of driver education the college plans
to offer in a pre-summer session a two-week course in Driver Education, June 18 to 29. This is a full-time study and driver practice course.
It will be cancelled if fewer than 15 people enroll before June tenth.
See catalog description in this bulletin.
HEALTH

AND PHYSICAL

DRIVER
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EDUCATION

EDUCATION

517
2 sem. hrs.

SUMMARY OF CLASSES SCHEDULED
Classes Beginning at 8:00 a.
Hour

ill.

or before

Course No. and Title

),30- 8,50 Ed. ITTP, Child Study I
),30- 8,50 Ed. ITTP, Child Study II
7,30- 8,50 Ed. 723, Seminar in Reading
),30- 8,50
8,008,008,008,00--

9,50
8,50
8,50
2,50

8,00- 3,00
8,00-- 9,15
8:0Q..-..9:15

8,00-- 9,15
8,00- 8,50
8,00-- 9,15
8,00-- 8,50
8,00- 9,15
8,00- 8,50
8,00-- 8,50
8,00-- 8,50
8,00- 8,50

8,00-10,50
8,00- 9,50
8,00-- 9,30
8,00-- 9,15
8,00- 2,50
8,00-- 9,50
8,00-- 9,15

in Elementary School
Ed. 805AE, Seminar in Early
Childhood Education
Art 201, Arts and Crafts
Art 704, Contemporary Art
Ed. 102, Child Development
Ed. 718, Audio-Visual Aids
(Aug. 13-Aug. 24)
Ed. 770, Supervision of Student Teaching (August 13August 24)
Ed. 819, The Junior High
School Program
Eng. 202, Speech Practice
Eng. 760, Studies in Contemporary Literature
Eng. 805, Advanced Studies
in Grammar and Usage
Music 101, Essentials of Music
PE 303, Physical Education
for Teachers
HP 405, Physiology of Exercise
HP 407, Mental and Emotional Health
HP 517, Driver Education
HE 610, Organization and
Administration of Case Studies in Dental Hygiene
PE 705, Workshop in Planning Facilities and Equipment for the Physical Education Program
HE 711, School Nursing I
(July 2-July 20)
Sci. 102, Anatomy and Physiology I
Sci. 103, Animal Biology
Sci. 712, Ornithology
Sci. 713, Field Studies in Conservation (Aug. I3-Aug. 29)
including Sat.
Sci. 814, Applied Physics
SS 201, American History I

Instructor
Del Popolo
Mulholland
Parke

Cr. Hr.
3
3

Weeks
6
6

3

6

3
2
2

Harding
Stell
Helmer

3

6
6
6
8

Coolidge

2

2

Alway

2

2

Langdon
Smith

3
3

6
6

Thompson

3

6

Hath
Evans

2
2

6
6

Cobane

2

6

Howland

2

6

Wexler
Eckard

2
2

6
6

Conley

2

6

Corey

2

6

3

3

Sinacore
Hall
Clemens

3
3
3

6
8
6

Clemens
Marshall
Johnson

3
3
3

2
6
6
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Hour

8,00- 9,15

Course No. and Title
S8 714, Regional Geography
of Latin-America
5S 745, Consumer Economics

Instructor

Cr. Hr.

Weeks

Fish
Cahill

3
2

6
6

Staff

2

6

Metcalf

2

6

Staff

3

8

Stell

2

6

Shenk
Mack

4

2

6
6

Abernethy

3

3

3

3

Goldstone

3

8

Conley

2

6

Weber

4

3

Goodman

3

8

Meyer

3

6

Smith
Banse
Howland

3
3
2

6
6
6

Brown
Fjsh

3

3

6
6

2

6

2
3

6
8

3

6

Classes Beginning at 9:00 a. m.
9:00-11:50
9:00-

9:50

9,00- 9,50
9,00-11,50

Ed. ITTP. Integrated Professional Study
F.A. 701, The Arts and
Leisure
Ed. 303, Child and Curriculum
Ed. 720, Seminar in Art in
Elementary School
Ed. 810A, Workshop in Elementary Education
Ed. 810, Adolescent Behavior
Ed. 814, Supervision A: Organization and Personnel of
the Elementary School (July
2-July 20)
Ed. 816, Elementary School
Principalship I: Organization
and Personnel (July 23-

August 10)
9,00- 9,50

Eng. 621, Major English
Writers to 1780
HE 609, Methods for School
Dental Hygiene Teachers
PE 811 A, Seminar in Directorship of Physical Education
and Related Areas (July 2July 20)
SS 521, Introduction
to
Sociology
Eng. 722, English Literature,

1780-1900
9,35-10,50
9,35-10,50
9,35-10,50
9,35-10,50

Eng. 770, Speech Problems of
the Child
Mus. 503, Symphonic Music
HP 204, Applied Anatomy
58 719, Biography of Great
Americans
SS 801, New York State

Classes Beginning at 10 a. m.
10:00-11 :50
10: 00-11: 50

10,00-10,50
10,00-11,15
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Harding
Art 201, Arts and Crafts
Art 700, Advanced Graphic
Kuhn
Arts
Ed. 101, Child Development
Schroeder
Ed. RE 103, Educational PsyHelmer
chology

Hour
10,00-10,50
10,00-11,15

10,00-ILI5

10,00-11,50
10,00-10,50
10,00-10,50

Course No. and Title
Ed. 721, Seminar in Music in
Elementary School
Ed. 803, Evaluation and Guidance in Elementary School
Eng. 726, Contemporary Fiction
Mus. 201, Backgrounds in
Music Literature
HP 202, Safety Education and
First Aid
HE 203 and 204, Nutrition I
and II
HP 407, Mental and Emotional Health
PE 707, Philosophy and Principles of Physical Education
RE 802, Workshop in Construction and Integration of
Outdoor Education
PE 811B, Seminar in Directorship of Phys. Educ. and
Related Areas (July 23 to
Aug. 10)
Sci. 704, Field Botany
SS 201, American History I
5S 521, Introduction to Sociology
S8 722, Organization of Society

Classes Beginning at 11:00 a.
I LOO-II ,50

11,00-IL50

1l,00-IL50

ILOO-12,15
11,00-IL50
11,00-IL50
11,00-11,50

Instructor

Cr. Hr.

Weeks

Doherty

2

6

Parke

3

6

Goldstone

2

6

Evans

2

6

Sinacore

2

6

Childs

2

6

Wexler

2

6

Corey

2

6

Metcalf

3

6

Weber
Hall
Cahill

4
3
3

2
6
8

Palm

3

8

Goodman

2

6

Kuhn

2

8

Mack

3

8

Eads

3

6

Mulholland

2

6

Hoth

3

8

Thompson
Banse

3
3

6
6

Timmel
Shultzaberger

2
2

6
6

Wexler

2

2

Brown

3

6

Ill.

Art 101, Art Essentials
Ed. 402, Foundations and Organization of Modern Education
Ed. 722, Seminar in Mathematics in Elementary School
Ed. 800, Seminar in Advanced
Child Study
Eng. 221, American Literature
and Composition
Eng. 751, Studies in American
Literature
Music 701, Music in History
HP 201, Organization and
Administration
of
School
Health Program
HP 306, Physical Inspection
HE 706, Seminar in Mental
Health (July 23--August 3)
58 702, Issues In American
History
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Hour
11,00-12,15
11,00-

2,50

11,00-

2,50

Course No. and Title
704, Recent American
History
SS 738, The Near East in
Modern . Times (July 30August 10)
SS 752, China Institute, Introduction to Chinese Civilization (July 16-July 27)

Instructor

Cr. Hr. Weeks

SS

Johnson

3

6

Staff

2

2

Staff

2

2

Gilbert

3

3

Shenk

2

6

3

3

Hoth
Doherty

2-3
2

6-8
6

Sinacore

2

6

Marshall

2

6

Palm
Kuhn
Meyer

3
2
3

8
8
6

Evans

2

6

Goodman
Cahill

3
3

6
6

Staff

2

6

Schroeder
Abernethy

2
3

6
6

Clemens
Langdon
Eads

2
3
3

6
6
6

Goldstone

3

8

Eckard

2

6

Classes Beginning at 12,00 Noon
12,00-

2,50

12,00-12,50
12,00-

2,50

12, 0Q.-12, 50
12,00-12,50
12,00-12,50
12,00-12,50
12,00-12,50
12,3012,3512,35-

1,50
1,50
1,50

12,35-

1,50

12,35-

1,50

Ed. 717, Workshop in Adult
Education (July 23-August
10)
Ed. 725, Seminar in Social
Studies in Elementary School
Ed. 865, Curriculum Construction
Elementary
in
School (July 2-July 20)
Eng. 711, Introduction
to
Language Study
Music 702, Music Integration
HE 805, The Health Problem of Aging
Sci. 803, Advanced Earth
Science
SS 521, Introduction to Sociologv
Art 201, Arts and Crafts
Eng. 727, Shakespeare
Music 201. Backgrounds in
Music Literature
SS 521, Introduction to Sociology
SS 522, Economics

Classes Beginning at 1:00 p. m.
1,00-

1,50

1,0Q.- 1,50
LOQ.-2,15
1,00- 2,50
1,00- 2,15
1,00- 2,15
LOQ.- 1,50
1,00-

1,50
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Ed. ITTP, Integrated Prof.
Study
Ed. HP 308, Education, Organization and Administration
for Teachers
Ed. 7001, Child Study
Ed. 726, Seminar in Science
in Elementary School (Lab.
2 days per week)
Ed. 806, Adolescent Behavior
Ed. 812, Educational Research
Eng. 221, American Literature
and Composition
PE 303, Physical Education
for Teachers

Hour
LOO- 1,50
1,00-

2,50

LOO- 3,50
1,00-

2,15

LOO- 2,50
LOO- 2,50
LOO- 1,50
LOO- L50

Course No. and Title
HE 409, Organization and
Administration - Seminar in
Health Education
HE 706, Seminar in Mental
Health (July 23-August 3)
PE 710, The Body Mechanics
Program in Schools (July 9
-July 20)
HE 801, Workshop in Curriculum
Construction
in
School Health Education
PE 811A, Seminar in Directorship of Physical Education
and Related Areas
Sci. 207, Physics
Sci. 806, Experiments with
Plants
SS 710, Marriage and the
Family

Instructor

Cr. Hr.

Weeks

Conley

2

6

Wexler

2

2

Howland

2

2

Timmel

3

6

Weber
Marshall

4
3

3
6

Hall

2

6

Palm

2

6

Classes Beginning at 2:00 p. m.
2: 00- 2: 50

ITTP, Organization and Administration (T, W, Th.)
2: 00- 2: 50 Ed. HP 303, History and
Principles of Education
2: 00- 2; 50 MW9, Elementary
Games
(July 2-July 27)
2:00.-- 2:50 M13, WID, Elementary Tennis (July 2-July 27)
2:00- 2:50 M24, WI8, Bowling and Badminton (July 3D-August 24)
2:00- 2:50 M30, WI5, Elementary Archery (July 3D-August 24)
2: 00- 2: 50 RE 705, History and Philos~
ophy of Recreation
2: 00- 2: 50 PE 706, Interpretation
of
Physical Education for the
Public School Teacher

Mack

6

Schroeder

2

6

Eckard

4

Miller

Yo
y,

Eckard

Yo

4

Miller

Yo

4

Metcalf

2

6

Cobane

2

6

2

2

4

Classes Beginning at 3:00 p. m.
3: 00- 6: 00
3:00- 6:00
3: 00- 3: 50

PE 721, Advanced Activity
Clinic in Football (July 30August 10)
PE 724, Advanced Activity
Clinic in Baseball (July 16July 27)
MW6, Basic Swimming
Ed. 401, Individual Problems
in Education (to be arranged)

Miller
Mack

2

2

I

8

3

8
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FACULTY
Administrative Staff
Smith, Donnal V" Ph.D.; L.L.D..
.....
Sueltz, Ben A., Ph.D.
Moffett, Donovan C., Ph.D ..
Allen, Ross L., Dr., P.R ....
Bancroft, Roger W., Ed.D ..
Baisler, Albert W., Ph.D ....
Shultzaberger, Lawrence Z., M.D.
Metzger, Stanley M., M.A ....
Leach, Lucille B., Ph.D ..
Hertel, Robert R., M.A..
Kavanaugh, Kathleen G., M.S ..
Schuhle, Jacob, B.S.L.S ..
Comi, Benjamin ]., M.S ..
Tufts, Helen ..
Neverman, F. John, M.A ..
Waterloo, Eleanor P., M.A ..
Instructional

. President
Director of Summer Session and
Chairman Graduate Division
.... Dean of the College
. ... Director of Education
.Director of Education
. Dean of Students
. . College Physician
. Coordinator of Field Services
. . Associate Dean of Students
. ... College Librarian
. . Assistant Librarian
. . Assistant Librarian
. Financial Secretary
.Secretm-y to the President
. College Registrar
.Social Director

Staff

Abernethy, Louise M., Ed.D..
. ... Professor, Education
Allen, Ethan, Ph.D .... ,
.Baseball Coach, Yale University
Alway, Leonore K., M.A ... ,.
.
Professor, Physical Education
Banse, Andrew M., Ed.D..
..
.
Professor, Music
Barry, Franklyn, M.A.. . .
.Suoeruuen dent, Cortland City Schools
Brown, Ralph A., Ed.D.. .
.Professor, Social Studies
Cahill, Gilbert A., Ph.D.
.Assistant Professor, Social Studies
Childs, Georgina, M.A..
. .. Associate Professor, Health Education
Clemens, William B., ,M.S....
. ... Associate Professor, Science
Cobane, Edith, M.A........
.
. ... Instructor, Syracuse University
Conley, Jeanette, M.A........
. ... Dental Hygiene Teacher,
Wappingers Falls
.
Associate
Professor,
Education
Coolidge, Franklin E., M.S.
.
Assistant
Professor,
Education
Del Popolo, Joseph, M.A ..
.
....
Assistant
Professor,
Music
Doherty, M. Celeste, M.M ..
.
.
Bureau
of
Curriculum
Research,
Eads, Laura K., Ph.D .....
New York City
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Eckard, Roland ]., ,M.A.. . .. .Assistant Professor, Physical Education
Evans, Carl, M.A
Associate Professor, Music
Fish, Olive C., Ph.D
Professor, Social Studies
Gilbert, Christine, M,A
Director of Public Relations and
Elementary Education, Manhasset Public Schools
Goldstone, Herbert I, Ph.D
Assistant Professor, English
Goodale, Virginia, ,M.S
College Elementary School,
SUNr-Oswego
Goodman, Leonard H., M.A
Assistant Professor, Social Studies
Grover, George, Ph.D
Director, Division Health, Physical
Education, State Education Dept.
Hall, Benedict A., Ph.D
Professor, Science
Halligan, Margaret, M.A
Associate Professor, Social Studies
Harding, Mary, M.A
,
Associate Professor, Art
Helmer, Audrey M., ,M.A
Assistant Professor, Education
Hoth, William E., Ed.D.
. .. Associate Professor, English
Howland, Ivalclare S., Ed.D.
. ... Professor, Physical Education
Johnson, Ellis A., Ph.D.. . . . . . . . .Assistant Professor, Social Studies
Kuhn, Marshall S., M.A.. . .
.
, .Assistant Professor, Art
Lahar, Harold W
Football Coach, Colgate University
Langdon, Lyman, Ph.D
Principal Emeritus,
Port Washington Junior High School
Mack, Joseph C., Ed.D.
Professor, Education
McCoy, Donald R., Ph.D.
.Assistant Professor, Social Studies
McGrath, Wava T., M.A..
. .. Assistant Professor, Education
Metcalf, Harlan G., Ph.D.....
.Professor, Recreation Education
Meyer, Gerald D., Ph.D
Assistant Professor, English
Miller, David G., M.S
, .. Associate Professor, Physical Education
Mulholland, Walter E., Ed.D
Director of Placement
Mundy, Margaret, Ph.D..
. .. Elementary School Principal, Buffalo
Palm, Delmar C., ,M.A.
. .Assistant Professor, Social Studies
Parke, Margaret B., Ph.D..
. ... Associate Professor, Education,
Brooklyn College
Schroeder, Carl N., M.A.. ..
.
Assistant Professor, Education
Shenk, Dorothy C., Ed.D
Professor, Education
Shultzaberger, Lawrence Z., M.D.
. ... College Physician
Sinacore, John S., M,A
Assistant Professor, Health Education
Smith, Arthur L., M.A
Director of Physical Education, Great Neck
Smith, Mary Noble, M.A
Assistant Professor, English
Stell, H. Kenyon, M.A.
Professor, Art
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Thompson) Marion C., Ph.D.. . .
Tirnmel, Gustave B., Ph.D.. . .
Turner, Margaret W., M.A... . . .
Vernier, Elmon L.) Ph.D .... Director,
Weber, Robert, Ph.D ..
Wexler, Philip, Eel.D..

. ... Associate Professor, English
. .. Professor, Health Education
. . Assistant Professor, Education
Health and Physical Education,
Baltimore, Maryland
.. Assistant Professor, Physical Education
. . Assistant Professor, Health Education

At the time this bulletin was printed the instructional staff was incomplete. Additional faculty members are being brought to the college
so that courses in all areas will be served adequately.
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Accreditation of the College
The State University Teachers College at Cortland is accredited:
The Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools;
The American Association of Colleges of Teacher Education; and
The Board of Regents of the University of the State of New York.

